
AGILITAS INNOVATION SUPPORTS 
CDW GROWTH

Solution - the Agilitas difference
• Fixed monthly cost

• Hardware located close to customer site

• Up to 2hr SLAs

• Precise stock planning

• Increase stock availability

Background
CDW is a leading multi-brand technology solutions provider to 
business, government, education and healthcare organisations in 
74 different countries globally including the United States, Canada 
and United Kingdom. IT solutions and services are designed to offer 
strategic advantage over competitors, helping clients to attract and 
retain more customers while increasing market share. 

The company formerly known as Kelway in the UK, was acquired 
by CDW in 2015. As one of the largest IT resellers in the UK, and 
now globally as CDW, the company has historically always looked 
for ways to innovate and improve services for customers. The 
company identified Agilitas as a strategic service partner that could 
complement and enhance their existing service proposition to 
provide the best possible service to customers.

CDW began to speak to Agilitas about how they could innovate 
and improve their service to customers in 2013.Taking a forward 
thinking view, examining ‘the art of the possible’ together the 
two companies closely examined how the IT parts and logistics 
operation was being managed, looking where innovation could be 
introduced to deliver both efficiencies and service improvement. 
Agilitas set out by building a data discovery plan that clearly 
identified supported IT inventory, SLA requirements and geographic 
locations across all customer sites.

Warren Playford, Account Director at Agilitas explains, “for CDW 
the customer experience was key, they had built a strong and 
reliable reputation for service excellence and any changes could 
not put that at risk. The project had three clear objectives. First 
was to maintain or improve the customer experience, second was 
to reduce operating costs and finally, to deliver a more flexible 
operating model moving forward.” 

                 It has always been really important that we evolve and     
 lead change in our industry. We needed a strategic 
partner that shared our highly respected reputation for service 
excellence who could help us to replicate our service. Agilitas 
offered the necessary skills: reliable, open, agile and 
reactive, all things our clients expected from us.

Tony Thomas, Head of Managed Services, CDW
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Solution
Agilitas began by introducing its Inventory Assure service: an 
inventory management solution available at a fixed monthly 
cost. It removes CAPEX headaches and allows IT firms to be 
more responsive to the needs of their customers by focusing on 
delivering the overall solution. CDW can be safe in the knowledge 
that hardware on support is located close to customer sites, 
accessible up to a two hour SLA 24/7/365. The agreement saw 
CDW drive efficiency savings by outsourcing portions of stock and 
service delivery.

                By outsourcing more of our service to Agilitas we looked 
to take how we supply and service customers to the 
next level.

As part of the solution, Agilitas took control of a number of CDW 
spare parts, incorporating them into their own stock. This meant 
CDW could reduce dependence on expensive forward stocking 
locations (FSLs) holding large amounts of stock and save money 
through adopting an operational rather than capital expenditure 
model to supporting the ever changing needs of customers IT parts 
and logistics operation.
“We had a real desire to reduce the IT spares inventory we were 
holding” explains Thomas. “We kept asking ourselves, are we 
holding the right amount of kit to facilitate the service expectation 
of our clients?
We had always invested in enough stock, but the nature of parts 
logistics meant we could have too much in one location and not 
enough in another to meet the SLA’s of our rapidly expanding 
supported contracts base. Balancing costs with precise stock 
planning to increase stock availability in order to retain high SLA’s 
was a key motivation behind working with Agilitas.”

For further information on how we can 
help your business, get in touch
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Benefits delivered to CDW
• Improved SLA performance

• Transition from a CAPEX to an OPEX model

• Reduction in quote turnaround times

• Upskilled engineers through training courses

• Enhanced service proposition

The value of the implementation is clear through multiple 
aspects of the CDW business, from sales to implementation. The 
partnership between Agilitas and CDW has been beneficial to 
both companies, with each providing different skills expertise to 
strengthen bids and service. CDW sales people all have access to 
Agilitas price books, meaning quotes for inventory support can be 
delivered seamlessly as part of wider IT solutions.

Playford explains “CDW has built an enviable reputation across the 
industry as one of the leading IT solution providers. A big part of 
this success is down to building partnerships with ‘best-of-breed’ 
specialist service firms such as Agilitas who add value to their 
overall service proposition.

The standard of delivery has also been very high, with SLAs in 
excess of 98% achieved across the entire supported contract base. 
Enhancing engineering skills within CDW has also been supported 
through attending Agilitas technical training courses across server, 
storage and networking technologies.

Playford continues “Our relationship with CDW has gone from 
strength-to-strength as a result of Agilitas’ service excellence 
and ability to quickly adapt to the ever-changing needs of CDW’s 
rapidly growing business.”

As Thomas explains, “the partnership has provided both companies 
with access to an even wider market. We both have expertise in 
different areas, Agilitas in more technical issues and us the global IT 
market.”

“The Agilitas team are great to work with; always open, responsive, 
committed to innovation and available 24/7/365, they treat our 
customers as their own. I look forward to continuing to grow 
our strategic partnership across multiple territories, driving great 
results and delivering the highest possible level of service.”

Our relationship with CDW has gone from strength-to-strength as 
a result of Agilitas’ service excellence and ability to quickly adapt to 
the ever-changing needs of CDW’s rapidly growing business.

Warren Playford
Account Director at Agilitas
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